1.

Tanya in year 4 tells you about her internet buddy Sunta. Tanya
has never met Sunta in the real world, they just chat on the
internet. Sunta has asked Tanya if she would like to chat on
webcam the next time they speak.

What would your advice be to your
friend?

2.

The whole class were allowed to take cameras on a school visit
to a reservoir. Plenty of fun photos were taken.
Last night you were looking at your friend’s website. He has
uploaded lots of photos from the visit. There are many photos of
you and your friends in school uniform and your full names have
been added to the site.

What should you do next?

3.
Your friend has been talking to someone they met online
for about a year. Your friend is planning to meet up with
them at the park not far from where you live. Should your
friend go and meet them?

What advice would you give your friend?
Remember – your friend has been in contact with the
online buddy for over a year. Does this mean that the
online buddy is trustworthy?

4.

One of your friend’s contacts on their Instant Messenger
account tries to send you a picture. You have never met this
person before. They have told you the file is a picture of the
friend that you both know.

What do you do?
Could opening this file be risky?

5.

You love listening to music on the internet. Your friend has
told you about a website called a file sharing website where
you can get music, games and films for free. To use this file
sharing service you have to download something on to your
computer.

What do you do?
What are the dangers of using file sharing sites?

6.
You have been asked to do some homework for your teacher about a place that you
would like to visit in the world. You need to write about the weather in this country,
the food and the animals that you will find there.
Iceland is a country that you would like to visit. You begin to look for information
about Iceland and you find a site that looks like this:
www.factsabouticeland.com
Iceland
Camels roam freely in Iceland; they enjoy drinking water from the beautiful lakes in this
country.
The national dish in Iceland is a delicious burger made from camels. Often camel burger is
accompanied by a delicious cold drink made of ice and pineapples called an ice shake.
The weather in Iceland is hot all year round – super! ☺
Do you think that the information on this site will be helpful for your homework?
What can you do to check this information?

7.

You have been talking to Sally, your online friend for a few
weeks now. She sounds really cool. She lives in Dubai. She has
her own room and 3 dogs. Her family also has a swimming pool
and 6 horses.

What do you think about this information?
Is it easy to trust people when you are online?

8.

You are searching for some information on your homework and
click on a website that turns out to have some really nasty
images on it. You didn’t mean to open up this page and it
makes you feel upset.

What do you do?
What can you put on your computer to help?

9.

You have been getting some text messages from an unknown
number. At first they were ok, telling jokes and saying that
they liked you but you just ignored them. Lately however, they
have become pretty mean – saying that they hope bad things
will happen to you. You start getting one every couple of
hours.

What do you do?
What should you not do?

